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ABSTRACT
Cloud computing, with its large, homogeneous infrastructures, has

a high sensitivity to security incidents due to the multitude of

affected services and tenants. To contain a potential attacker within

a compromised subsystem, a strict separation between individual

resources, e.g. virtual servers and networks, must be established.

However, this separation usually relies on the integrity of the entire

cloud platform. Due to the considerable size and complexity of the

software powering these platforms and recently found attacks on

hardware components, i.e. Spectre and Meltdown, this may not

always represent a reasonable assumption.

Thus, we propose a novel concept that enforces a strong separa-

tion by transparently combining different methods. Where possible,

we isolate components at the network level, a principle that is both

well understood and proven in practice for several decades. Yet, spe-

cific attention is paid to maintain a high level of resource pooling,

which is regarded as one of the main advantages of cloud com-

puting. The approach shows a significant reduction of the Trusted

Computing Base of the predominant state-of-the-art cloud platform

OpenStack, without sacrificing functionality or performance expe-

rienced by the tenants. A simulation based on a real cloud workload

shows that the overhead falls below ten percent in large platforms.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy→ Virtualization and security; • Com-
puter systems organization→Cloud computing; •Networks
→ Network security.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The amount of data being stored and processed worldwide is in-

creasing at tremendous rates. Two primary measures keep the

associated costs in acceptable regions: centralizing and sharing of

the required IT infrastructures.

Cloud computing [16] is a technique to implement thesemeasures.

Generally, the term is used to refer to a scenario where tenants
can utilize resources that are provided by a cloud operator. The
provisioning of the resources is fully automated and orchestrated

by a cloud platform. Separation of tenants, both functionally and in

terms of security, is either done by using tenant-aware software or

by transparently virtualizing hardware.

Clouds can be categorized by the level of abstraction at which

this tenant separation occurs [13]. In the following, we focus on

platforms providing resources at infrastructure level, e.g. virtual

servers, networking and storage. This paradigm, generally referred

to as Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), has experienced widespread

adoption, as applications do not need to be modified. Being able to

deploy off-the-shelf applications, led to another development: There

are no longer only large public cloud providers such as Amazon

Web Services (AWS) or Microsoft Azure, but even organizations

that refrain from using public clouds often employ IaaS platforms.

This scenario is usually called private or on-premise cloud and built

on top of complex frameworks like OpenStack [14].

Whether a private or public cloud, IaaS platforms rely on a sepa-
ration of tenants by hypervisors, virtual networks and storage. In

contrast to traditional physically separated infrastructures, there

are now nearly countless possibilities for direct communication

and side channels between software controlled by different tenants.

All of these must be shut down or at least be controlled. Therefore,

trust in proper separation requires trust in a significant amount of

code and hardware. However, said trust is not always justified, as

flaws in the hypervisors [5, 21], the hardware [11, 12] or the cloud

platforms’ management planes
1
show.

While the approach of conventional virtualization may provide

an acceptable level of security in some cases, there may be re-

quirements for stronger separation. This applies to both public and

private cloud scenarios. In the former, an attacker may for example

simply run a different Virtual Machine (VM) on the same host to

obtain side channel information. But also, in private clouds, poten-

tially compromised VMs may need to be contained in a part of the

platform, i.e. within the company division the breach happened in.

To address this topic, we contribute:

1
e.g. https://www.cvedetails.com/vulnerability-list/vendor_id-11727/Openstack.html

https://doi.org/10.1145/3339252.3339262
https://doi.org/10.1145/3339252.3339262
https://www.cvedetails.com/vulnerability-list/vendor_id-11727/Openstack.html
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• a novel approach to augment cloud separation techniques

with physical separation,

• mechanisms of service duplication to significantly reduce

the Trusted Computing Base (TCB), and

• an application and evaluation in an OpenStack scenario,

adding a second line of defense that enforces separation.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: The next three sec-

tions explain background, objectives on a strong tenant separation,

and the considered attacker model. Section 5 details the proposed

architecture, which will be evaluated in Section 6. Section 7 com-

pares the approach to existing state-of-the-art solutions. The paper

closes with a conclusion and possibilities for further improvement.

2 BACKGROUND: CLOUD PLATFORMS
Although there are differences due to the platforms’ software imple-

mentations and variable deployment scenarios, a typical structure

of cloud platforms can be identified. Usually, each resource is pro-

vided by a set of nodes, whose number can be scaled according to

the expected load:

• Compute nodes run the hypervisors that host allocated VMs,

which in turn provide a runtime environment for tenants.

They also perform a limited extent of networking, e.g. en-

capsulation of tenant traffic.

• Storage nodes provide virtual block devices for these VMs,

usually attached to the compute nodes via a network storage

protocol. They can be realized as general-purpose servers or

as specialized storage appliances.

• Network nodes provide the majority of networking functions,

e.g. by performing routing and Network Address Translation

(NAT) between the tenants’ virtual and external networks.

In smaller deployments, they are not necessarily realized

on separate hardware but can also be set up on physical

hardware that is being shared with compute nodes; whereas

in larger installations, a portion of their functionality could

be shifted to a specialized networking fabric.

Each resource is managed by a controller, which provides a fully

automatable Application Programming Interface (API). Addition-

ally, there is a centralized identity service handling authentication

and authorization.

Like one can expect, details of cloud architectures vary from

framework to framework as well as between different deployments.

For more concrete application, we will concentrate on an archetypal

OpenStack deployment depicted in Fig. 1.

OpenStack is structured into sonorously named components

covering the areas discussed above, e.g. Nova (computing), Cinder

and Swift (storage), Neutron (networking), as well as Keystone

(identity service) [14]. Each component’s controller provides an

HTTP-based API, which is used for both tenant-component and

inter-component communication. For example, a tenant may al-

locate a VM via Nova’s API. During its creation, Nova requests

a virtual disk from Cinder and a virtual network port from Neu-

tron via their respective APIs. Persistence is established by storing

values in a central SQL database. To perform resource manage-

ment, the controllers may use agents located on the nodes. Within

Internet
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Figure 1: Architecture of a typical OpenStack deployment

a single component, communication between agents and the con-

troller, or even among agents, is organized by a message broker,

like RabbitMQ.

All OpenStack services are inherently aware of separating ten-

ants. However, already by the sheer size of the code base and its

transient dependencies it is rather questionable if guarantees re-
garding the quality of that separation can be given.

3 OBJECTIVES
Secure cloud platforms shall provide the following features:

• Strong tenant separation: The tenants’ separation must be

enforced by few small and simple components. In particu-

lar, means of separation should not be limited to resource

providers themselves, e.g. compute or storage nodes, but also

encompass the cloud management services.

• Transparency to tenants: A separation technology should

neither restrict functionality nor performance experienced,

as only unobtrusive security solutions were being adopted

widely in the past.

• Low overhead and impact on resource pooling: As resource
pooling is one of the main motivations for using cloud plat-

forms, a solution that fails to provide it – at least to a certain

extent – cannot serve as an improvement over physically

separated server infrastructures. Hence, resources should be

shared wherever possible.

• Flexible definition of separation boundaries: Although separat-

ing individual tenants can be assumed the common case, the

platform must allow a flexible definition of the separation

boundaries. This enables a cloud provider to offer multiple,

separated domains to a single tenant or to host its tenants in

a common separation domain, unless they choose to upgrade

to a more isolated domain.

4 ATTACKER MODEL
The possible attacks resulting from improper separation must be

differentiated according to the attacker’s access to the cloud plat-

form:
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• External attackers: For cloud infrastructures being usually

connected to less managed networks, attackers have most

likely access to these external networks. The attack vector

is usually limited to public services explicitly offered by a

cloud customer.

• Other tenants: In public infrastructures attackers may simply

sign up to the service and become a tenant themselves to

attack other tenants, but also in private infrastructures other

tenants may not obey the same security standards and must

be considered to be compromised at some point in time.

Tenants have much larger vectors of attack, e.g. hypervisor

breakouts, attacks on cloud-internal APIs and side-channel

attacks need to be considered.

Such attackers may

• threaten data confidentiality, e.g. by accessing key material

in the memory of another tenant’s VMs or by intercepting

the traffic transferred over their virtual networks,
2

• threaten data authenticity, e.g. by changing files on another

tenant’s virtual disk or by injecting traffic into its networks,

and

• threaten availability, e.g. by claiming all processor resources

of a particular compute node
3
.

We also consider attacks on data confidentiality and authenticity,

but not availability, from

• Infrastructure components: The physical infrastructures run-
ning cloud services may become quite complex. Hence, it

must be considered that network or storage equipment may

be compromised or backdoored [3] at some point in time.

Consequences may include traffic being tagged to another

tenant, eavesdropping, etc.

• Cloud components not directly involved in computation: Large
parts of the cloud’s software and hardware components, e.g.

those for storage and networking, are fairly complicated and

should not be trusted either, as there is simply no need.

Thereby we only consider two types of components to be trusted:

• Components deployed by the tenant itself are considered to

act complying with his or her security requirements.

• The cloud provider should be at least able to secure the pro-

vided compute resources to a certain degree, e.g. physically.

This includes the compute nodes itself, but also authentica-

tion and access control components.

Note, that the tenant must be trusted by definition. The costs of

putting no trust in the cloud provider are generally inconsiderably

high: Guaranteeing data confidentiality in presence of a malicious

cloud provider is only possible by deploying homomorphic encryp-

tion, which offers limited applicability and large overhead. Trust

in calculations to be authentic is still required and the algorithms

themselves cannot be kept confidential either. Trusted Execution

Environments (TEEs), such as TrustZone and Software Guard Ex-

tensions (SGX), also offer limited performance, still require (a more

limited level of) trust in the computation infrastructure and are vul-

nerable against side-channel attacks (see [2, 19, 20] for examples).

2
see https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2018-14636/ for an example

3
refer to https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2017-18191/ for an example

Thus, we consider the amount of trust implied by the attacker

model to be minimal in terms of the current state of the art. Never-

theless, the model leaves room for optimization, e.g. the number of

cloud components that are to be trusted may be minimized.

5 PROPOSED PLATFORM ARCHITECTURE
This section will introduce an evolved cloud platform, designed

with the given objectives and attacker model in mind. This will

be done in three steps: generally applicable thoughts on securing

clouds, a discussion of separation primitives in question, and an

architecture in the context of OpenStack.

5.1 General Considerations
Like stated in Section 3, hardened cloud platforms should not re-

strict tenants and hence offer the same feature set as a traditional

one. Due to fast-pacing developments of existing cloud platforms,

a purpose-built security-enhanced cloud platform will most likely

never reach feature parity with traditional platforms. Therefore,

tenants and cloud providers would not adapt such a solution in

practice.

Thus, it is believed that a comprehensible tenant-separationmust

be built into an existing platform software. But for the reason of

fast-paced development, also major modifications of any existing

platform’s code are inappropriate, as synchronizing them with new

releases creates a considerable maintenance burden and delayed

deployment. Our approach therefore introduces a small number

of additional components into the cloud platform and modifies

the arrangement of existing ones but does not modify them. Thus,

providing an orthogonal means of ensuring tenants being securely

separated. Note that this also means that the original weak separa-

tion mechanisms remain intact. Therefore, our approach creates a

second line of defense in terms of tenant separation.

5.2 Separation Primitives
To provide tenant separation, different separation primitives exist.

Application-based separation. Even in IaaS environments, cloud

services themselves are usually implemented to support multiple

tenants by separating them in software. Thus, a compromise of any

of these services could potentially break separation, e.g. by making

a block storage available to a different tenant, reusing VLAN tags

etc. In state-of-the-art cloud environments this leads to a TCB of

millions of lines of code, which is rapidly changing over time. The

approach is hence not able to provide strong separation.

Cryptography. To strongly separate data in transit and data at

rest, i.e. in networking and storage subsystems, cryptography is

a well-established means. The only perquisite is that different do-

mains have no access to each other’s encryption and authentication

keys. Like already indicated, homomorphic encryption would allow

also calculations based on encrypted data, but it is application-

dependent and cannot separate generic VMs in IaaS platforms.

Hypervisors, containers, separation kernels & TEEs. Besides cryp-
tographic means, there are multiple technologies available to sepa-

rate within a single host. These are hypervisors, containers, separa-

tion kernels, and TEEs like Intel SGX or AMD’s Secure Encrypted

Virtualization (SEV). Hypervisors are the most common separation

https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2018-14636/
https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2017-18191/
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technology in IaaS, however confidence in the strength of separa-

tion has recently been severely shuttered by numerous software

vulnerabilities
4
and side-channel attacks like Meltdown and Spec-

tre [11, 12]. Containers share not only the hardware, but also the

operating system kernel, resulting in an even higher attack surface.

Both may therefore only provide weak separation properties.

Separation kernels provide stronger guarantees against side-

channels but come generally with a prohibitive overhead. Finally,

TEEs shall minimize the required trust in cloud providers and hyper-

visors by (among others) providing stronger separation guarantees

However, like discussed already, TEEs reduce performance, yet still

tend to be vulnerable to side-channel attacks.

Physical separation. Thus, entities that perform computation on

tenants’ data or need to actively manage a tenant’s resources can

neither be practically protected using cryptographic means, OS

virtualization, nor TEEs. To provide strong separation, in practice

they need to be separated physically by deploying them on dedi-

cated hardware. Furthermore, separate hardware alleviates many

attacks on availability. This includes not only the compute nodes,

but also their respective controllers. For interconnection, network

connections and firewalls have been used as separation boundaries

and policy enforcement points for decades, and they are well un-

derstood.

Hence, we deduct that for large parts of IaaS infrastructures,

only two primitives are practically suitable yet secure over a longer

period of time: cryptography and physical isolation. However, phys-

ically separating compute and management nodes clearly violates

the goal of a high amount of resource sharing in cloud platforms.

To better understand the involved costs and overhead, we will look

at the idea at greater detail in the following.

5.3 Strong Separation in OpenStack
Besides the coarse-grained concepts and terms presented in the

last section, details of concrete platforms differ. As already the

organization of access policies varies, we will focus on the most-

widely used, non-proprietary platform OpenStack in the following.

OpenStack manages tenants as users and collections of resources
as projects. Tying separation domains to either users or projects

would introduce an additional semantic for an existing concept, and

conflict with a flexible definition of separation domains (Section 3).

Therefore, a definition orthogonal to existing concepts is proposed.

In the OpenStack case, this can be realized by introducing project
groups, which can contain one or more projects (see Fig. 2).

User Project Resource
0..* 0..* 1 0..*

Project
group

1
0..*

Figure 2: The introduced project groups describe resources
that may share the same physical infrastructure.

4
e.g. https://www.cvedetails.com/vulnerability-list/vendor_id-6276/XEN.html

Table 1: Application of separation primitives to the cloud
platform’s components

Component OpenStack Primitive

Computing Nova Physical separation

Networking Neutron

Cryptography &

physical separation

Storage Cinder Cryptography

Identity Keystone (security proxy)

Resources belonging to different project groups are guaranteed

to be isolated using strong separation techniques, while resources

belonging to the same project group, but different projects are

separated using weak separation, i.e. different VMs in the same

hypervisor. This form of organization covers all cases from a single

tenant withmultiple domains of strong separation to a large number

of tenants sharing a single domain.

The separation of the project groups is enforced by the separation

primitives discussed in Section 5.2. Table 1 shows their mapping to

the OpenStack components identified in Section 2. The reasons for

this mapping will be discussed in the following.

5.3.1 Compute Infrastructure. As it has been established that iso-

lated computation requires physical separation, we propose deploy-

ing an individual compute controller per domain of strong sepa-

ration. Compute nodes are physically separated as well, but not

statically assigned to a single domain. Instead, they are dynamically

added to and removed from domains depending on their current

utilization in terms of processor core and memory assignment by

a newly introduced software component, called arbiter. This ar-
biter manages the allocation of compute nodes to project groups,

thereby maintaining physical separation while still accommodating

dynamic load patterns within possibility.

The arbiter runs in a very comprehensible way:

(1) It periodically queries the load of compute nodes from the

controllers. This data is generally available as it is also used

for the resource allocation in conventional clouds.

(2) If the load of compute nodes of a project group exceeds a

certain threshold, a new compute node is booted and added

to that group. The allocation includes booting a clean host

operating system and inserting key material that is specific

to a project group and used to connect to the respective

compute controller.

(3) If a compute node is no longer used by a project group, it is

removed from that group again. However, the arbiter must

also ensure that the removal from a project group happens

in a secure manner, i.e. that no residual data remains in the

memory or persistent storage of the compute node.

The key success factor of the approach is the secure allocation and

removal of compute nodes. While there are several ways how this

could be implemented, the most elegant way is perhaps the use of

a trust anchor in form of a SmartNIC. SmartNICs are an emerging

category of network interfaces, which feature dedicated processors,

memory, and flash storage and can execute an operating system

that is independent from the host [1]. They may either directly

https://www.cvedetails.com/vulnerability-list/vendor_id-6276/XEN.html
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register themselves as storage devices via the PCI bus, and may

thus provide a virtual boot device to the host or simply deliver

a virtual image via PXE. Such a virtual device is not limited to

contain node or controller software but could also provide an initial

configuration for the compute node or a cleanup environment that

performs tasks such as memory erasure.

A further issue that needs to be addressed is to minimize the num-

ber of “partially filled” hosts, as they increase the overall number

of required hosts. This problem is not specific to a tenant-separated

cloud, but its extent is larger. For VM allocation it can be handled

relatively easily by switching from the usual “spread out” to a “fill

up” allocation strategy. In OpenStack, this is merely a configuration

setting. The deletion of VMs, which can also leave partially utilized

hosts, may require more effort, as existing instances must be mi-

grated to other hosts to have a project group require as few compute

nodes as possible. With modern hypervisors, this can be performed

while the VM is running, called live migration. In OpenStack this

may simply be triggered by the arbiter using existing APIs.

Note, that finding an optimal allocation in general requires to

solve an online version of the NP-hard BinPack problem. However,

providing VMs at certain, fixed sizes, as conducted by major cloud

providers simplifies the problem significantly. More details will be

given in Section 6.2 as part of the evaluation.

5.3.2 Network Infrastructure. Like already discussed, network traf-

fic is rather well suited for cryptographic isolation, as the forward-

ing systems of a cloud infrastructure are not required to read or

alter the packets’ content.

To actually perform such a cryptographic protection, different

approaches may be considered. In the order of abstraction in the

software-stack these may reach from tenant-controlled applica-

tion layer encryption and tenant-controlled Virtual Private Net-

works (VPNs) to hypervisor-based VPNs and, even more rigid, VPN

processing in SmartNICs in every compute node.

Protections in the higher levels offer the advantage of a better

filtering of flows in the cloud network, so-called microsegmentation.

Protecting at lower levels has the advantage of a mandatory pro-

tection, i.e. even compromised VMs or hypervisors cannot bypass

the encryption, which may furthermore be deployed transparent to

the tenant. However, due to the often-complex tunnels for tenant

networks, e.g. combinations of Virtual Local Area Network (VLAN)

and Virtual eXtensible Local Area Network (VXLAN) tags, deploy-

ing standard solutions, such as IEEE 802.1AE or IPsec, at low levels

in the stack will break microsegmentation, as the tags will be inside

the encrypted part of the packet.

Hence, we suggest deploying an ESP-inspired custom crypto-

graphic protection, which transparently encrypts the transport

layer payload but leaves link, network and transport headers in

clear. Authentication tags should furthermore cover any header field

that is not modified in the infrastructure, especially any VXLAN

identifiers and VLAN tags. Generally, this allows a shared, but

strongly separated networking fabric.

However, for OpenStack another specialty applies: the network

controller directly manages networking functions on the compute

nodes, e.g. traffic encapsulation or packet filtering. Thus, if shared

among tenants, malfunctions could violate the tenant separation.

Therefore, separate network controllers per project group are re-

quired. This also applies to network nodes, because a single network

node cannot be configured by multiple controllers. This leads to a

minor increase in hardware utilization, but compared to the com-

pute nodes, the network nodes are relatively lightweight. Thus,

they can be deployed on the same physical hardware as compute

nodes, and therefore the number of required physical hosts does not

increase significantly. Allocation and removal are again coordinated

by the arbiter, introduced earlier.

5.3.3 Storage Infrastructure. In contrast to the networking infras-

tructure, the storage infrastructure does not need to perform any

configuration on the compute nodes in OpenStack. Both storage

controller and storage nodes can be shared among all project groups

if a cryptographic separation is applied. Again, the cryptography

may be performed at different levels in the software stack: inside

the tenants’ VMs, the hypervisor or potentially a SmartNIC. We

propose performing storage encryption in SmartNICs, as the imple-

mentation is transparent to the tenant and most difficult to evade.

In any case, the encryption enforces strong separation irrespective

of the storage controller or its nodes.

Please note that while tempting, the state of the art of simply

reusing the disk encryption techniques that are used to secure local

hard drives
5
, like AES-XTS, may not provide a sufficient level of

security. This is due to the different attacker model that has to be

applied in cloud scenarios. An adversarywho gained physical access

to a hard drive can only passively investigate the data, whereas a

malicious storage node could actively modify data blocks as well

as analyze access patterns. Active attacks may be mitigated by

checking the integrity and authenticity of the blocks, but the details

of suitable techniques are considered out of scope of this paper.

5.3.4 Identity Service. Previously it has been discussed that the

separation domains are best defined orthogonal to existing identity

concepts, allowing users to allocate resources in different domains.

This implies that there must be a single identity service, used by all

separation domains. A cryptographic separation is also not feasible,

as the component must be able to access users’ data, their associated

permissions, and so on.

For these reasons, neither of the introduced primitives for strong

separation may be applied to the identity service. As relying on

software-based isolation significantly impacts the TCB of the plat-

form, we propose to reduce the risk of a compromise by introducing

an application-layer security proxy. This proxy sanitizes and mon-

itors requests directed to the identity service, thereby enforcing

policies and providing auditing capabilities.

In OpenStack the implementation of such a proxy is straight

forward: all requests to the identity service are HTTPS requests.

Hence, the proxy also only needs to deploy an HTTPS interface.

Functionally, a single, shared identity service also contributes to

the transparency objective, as in OpenStack it serves as a single

API entry point to the platform. After a successful authentication

and authorization, requests can be redirected towards the set of

controllers of the corresponding project group.

5
e.g. https://docs.openstack.org/cinder/rocky/configuration/block-storage/volume-

encryption.html

https://docs.openstack.org/cinder/rocky/configuration/block-storage/volume-encryption.html
https://docs.openstack.org/cinder/rocky/configuration/block-storage/volume-encryption.html
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Figure 3: Example for envisioned cloud architecture with two project groups

5.3.5 Resulting Architecture. Fig. 3 shows the architecture of a

cloud infrastructure with physically separated project groups. Con-

trollers for networking and computation, as well as their agents and

subsidiary services, have been instantiated per project group. Any

additionally offered services that require access to these controllers,

e.g. web interfaces, are also being replicated. Due to the replication,

a number of logical subnetworks are created:

• an access network to manage cloud services over public

networks

• a strongly separated network per project group

• a subnetwork to interface the shared identity service

• a subnetwork to access storage nodes and services

Mainly for reasons of availability, it is advisable to isolate these net-

works as far as possible, e.g. by enforcing policies in the SmartNICs,

conventional VPN gateways and firewalls, or microsegmentation

in SDN-capable switches and routers.

Note, for reasons of readability controllers, network and com-

pute nodes are depicted separately, even though from a security

perspective they may be run on the same physical hardware.

6 EVALUATION
An evaluation of the proposed separation concept has to regard the

four objectives formulated in Section 3. Two of them are straight

forward to discuss: The concept is transparent to the tenants by

design and the security boundaries are flexible to define by the

introduction of project groups. The remaining two objectives, i.e.

the achieved level of security and the induced resource overhead,

require a more thorough discussion in the following.

6.1 Strong Tenant Separation
From a security perspective, the proposed architecture offers by

design strong separation properties:
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• Data being transferred over the internal network is cryp-

tographically protected, securing both confidentiality and

authenticity. Due to the physical separation of the network

controller and its nodes, availability is significantly improved.

Although the network fabric itself remains a shared com-

ponent, modern routers and switches contain Quality of

Service (QoS) features that can be used to further improve

availability, but this out of the scope of this publication.

• Data being persistently stored is also cryptographically pro-

tected, averting threats to confidentiality and authenticity.

The storage availability, however, is not improved compared

to a traditional cloud platform.

• During computation the arbitration mechanism assures that

all VMs and involved services are run on physically distinct

hardware, assuring confidentiality, integrity and availability.

A notable exception is the identity service, which cannot

be separated due to functional reasons. To compensate, the

proxy improves its security properties.

To assess the properties in greater detail, we built a prototype

based on OpenStack’s “Ocata” release and Debian Linux. The addi-

tional components introduced in Section 5.3 were implemented as

follows:

• The arbiter has been implemented in Python, leveraging the

Ansible configuration management software to set up tenant-

specific nodes and controllers. Furthermore, it employs the

endpoint filter API extension of OpenStack’s identity service

to direct management requests to their respective project

group’s controller.

• The network encrypter is a DPDK-based6 C++ application

that implements the custom network encryption described

in Section 5.3.2. It has also been ported to the Mellanox

Bluefield SmartNIC.

• The storage encryption is built upon SPDK
7
and allows a

transparent encryption of data blocks transported via the

NVMe over Fabrics storage protocol. Like already laid out,

verification of authenticity and integrity is considered out

of scope of this paper.

• The security proxy is a straightforward HTTP policy proxy

implemented in the Go language.

While being in prototypic state, we believe these components

allow, next to demonstrating the basic feasibility of the approach,

estimating the achieved security gains. As measuring security di-

rectly is not practicable, we get by with comparing the size of the

TCB of software-based separation in a standard OpenStack setup

to our approach. We used the number of source code lines as re-

ported by the cloc tool to quantify the TCB. Comments and blank

lines were excluded. Of course, there are limitations, e.g. counting

code lines does not take properties such as software structure, code

complexity or language expressiveness into account. However, in

the absence of a better metric, it may provide a rough estimate.

The platform software itself and all dependencies were included

into the count, except for the software that is part of a default

Debian installation. The resulting numbers are shown in Fig. 4. In

typical OpenStack setups, the separation of tenants relies on about

6
see https://www.dpdk.org/

7
see https://spdk.io/
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Figure 4: Lines of code to be trusted without and with the
presented approach.

8.5 million lines of code, with the computing service accounting for

a large part of it. On a side note, this number further emphasizes

the need for a more resilient separation.

With our approach, this number is reduced to about one quarter,

i.e. about 2.2million lines of code.While the computing, networking,

and storage could be removed, the significantly smaller arbiter and

encryption components were added. Their size primarily accounts

to their requirements Ansible, DPDK, and SPDK. As they are in an

early prototype stage, a more rigorous selection of dependencies

could probably reduce their size further.

The remainder of the TCB can be attributed to the shared identity

service and its dependencies, a webserver (Apache) and a database

(PostgreSQL). However, some attack vectors can be averted by

the request sanitizing taking place in the security proxy, others

by specifying a corresponding set of policies. This is denoted as

additional weak separation in Fig. 4.

Besides, there is a further reduction in the TCB that is unfor-

tunately not directly quantifiable. For example, our approach no

longer relies on certain processor properties, e.g. Intel Virtualization

Technology (VT), the absence of side-channels in the processor, or

impermanent exploitation of firmware. Hence, the approach guar-

antees both a much higher level of separation and lower complexity

of enforcement.

6.2 Overhead and Impact on Resource Pooling
The overhead induced by the separation occurs in three different

areas:

• the cryptographic processing of network traffic and storage

data,

• the processing in security proxy, and

• the physical separation, i.e. by multi-instantiation of con-

trollers and not sharing compute nodes over project groups.

https://www.dpdk.org/
https://spdk.io/
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The overhead generated by data encryption and authentication

is well understood and modern CPU- and especially NIC-based

hardware offloadsmake it insignificant in terms of processing power

as well as latency. The overhead caused by the security proxy will

not be to be taken into account at this point either, as the number of

requests is considerable low. Hence, we only focus on the overhead

of physical separation for a detailed analysis.

The major factor that may increase the resource usage signif-

icantly is the physical separation of compute nodes for different

project groups. The multi-instantiation of OpenStack controllers

does not necessarily increase the number of required physical

servers, as the instances may be scheduled to a server that also

serves as compute node for the associated project group.

The estimated overhead of not sharing compute nodes across

project group boundaries depends on numerous factors, e.g. the

distribution of resource allocations among the project groups. To

study their impact more thorough, we used a Discrete Event Sim-

ulation (DES) to simulate the required number of compute nodes

in a cloud platform with strong separation and compared it to a

conventional cloud.
8

The simulation requires the parametrization of three input pro-

cesses: The number of active VM instances, their sizes in relation to

the compute nodes’ capacities as well as their distribution amongst

the separation domains. To the best of our knowledge, there is no

public scientific research on the load patterns to be expected in

cloud platforms that takes the distinction of different tenants into

account. However, we were able to obtain usage data observed in a

public cloud provider’s productive infrastructure. In the absence of

more comprehensive data sets, we regard the data described in the

following as a valid foundation for the evaluation. Nevertheless,

other infrastructure may observe deviating load patterns.

Number of VMs. From the perspective of performance evalu-

ation, the number of VMs in a cloud infrastructure depends on

their process of arrival and departure, e.g. it would be sound to

assume arrivals follow a Poisson process, whereas their lifetime a

log-normal distribution. However, to assess the overhead only the

average number of simultaneous VMs present in the platform is

required (at steady state), which will be referred to as the parameter

L. In accordance to Little’s law L is linked to average arrival rate

λ and average lifetimeW by L = λW . Thus, the actual arrival and

departure process do not need to be modeled, but only the product

L.

VM sizes and compute node capacities. Next to the number of

instances, a cloud platform’s utilization is also influenced by the

resources used by individual VMs and those offered by the servers

hosting them. Instead of modeling processor and memory resources

directly, we defined abstract sizes given by the series 2
i
with i ∈

{0, 1, . . .N }. This is a common pattern used by cloud providers

to structure their instance offerings. The values are chosen with

exponential growth to simplify the mentioned BinPack problem.

In accordance to Amazon’s M5 general purpose instances [6], we

set N = 5.

8
Its source code is available under an open-source license at https://telematik.prakinf.

tu-ilmenau.de/gitlab/pub/tenant-separation-simulation.

The data we received suggests that the instance sizes are dis-

tributed geometrically, therefore we assume:

P (i = k ) =
ak∑N
j=0 a

j
k ∈ {0, 1, . . .N },a > 0

Based on the available data, we set a = 2

3
.

The capacity of the compute nodes must also be determined. As

a cloud provider will most likely attempt to benefit from economies

of scale, we assume a constant host capacity for the entire platform.

The “M5” instances also include a “bare metal” instance [6], whose

size equals that of the largest available VM. For this reason, we

assume the capacity of the host hardware to be 2
N = 2

5 = 32.

Distribution on project groups. Every VM that is created during

simulation, must be assigned to a project group x from a discrete

probability distribution. As they represent a new and orthogonal

concept, the data obtained by us did not contain an indication on

their size. Therefore, we assumed each project to form its own

project group. This represents the maximum degree of separation

and is also the worst case for our approach in terms of resource

usage.

As the number of project groups cannot be defined a priori,

only distributions with infinite support were considered. Among

those, the log-series distribution exhibits the strongest similarity to

the available data. It is defined by the following Probability Mass

Function (PMF):

P (x = k ) =
−pk

k ln(1 − p)
k ∈ {1, 2, . . .}, 0 < p < 1

Note that x only identifies the tenant, but has no meaningful numer-

ical interpretation, thus values such as the distribution’s mean and

median are not suited for parametrization. Therefore, the number of

most frequent tenantsm that represent 50% of the probability mass

was used to define suitable values for p. As P (x = k +1) < P (x = k )
for all k ,m can be calculated by solving:

m∑
i=0

P (x = i ) = 0.5

Our dataset suggests, m = 4 and thus p = 0.98215 are suited to

represent real-world values.

Concerning the placement of VMs, there are multiple advanced,

load-aware algorithms described in literature, e.g. [9]. But for the

sake of simplicity, the simulation uses a straightforward heuristic

to assign VMs to hosts: VMs are placed on the compute node with

the highest utilization that can still accommodate it. If there are

several, one is chosen randomly. If strong separation is enabled,

only compute nodes carrying VMs of the same project group are

considered. If no suitable compute node is available, a new one is

added to the platform or project group, respectively. Consequently,

when the last instance on a host is deleted, the host is removed.

In Section 5.3.1, we proposed live migration to reduce the number

of partially filled hosts resulting from deleted VMs. Again, we use

a simple heuristic: Whenever a VM is deleted, the arbiter tries to

migrate a single VM from the least-used to the most-used host that

can provide sufficient resources. If strong separation is enabled,

https://telematik.prakinf.tu-ilmenau.de/gitlab/pub/tenant-separation-simulation
https://telematik.prakinf.tu-ilmenau.de/gitlab/pub/tenant-separation-simulation
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consequently only VMs and hosts of the respective project group

are taken into account.

These considerations result in four scenarios: Enabling migra-

tion without strong separation leads to a minimal number of hosts

required, and thus serves as a baseline for comparison. Neither

migration nor separation represents today’s typical cloud platform,

whereas strong separation with and without migration constitutes

our novel approach. Each scenario was simulated with 1000, 10 000

and 100 000 simultaneously active VMs. The number of required

compute nodes was calculated as time-weighted mean after reach-

ing the steady state, i.e. the transient phase has been excluded. We

simulated 32 runs of each configuration to allow the calculation of

confidence intervals based on a normal distribution.
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Figure 5: Overhead compared to conventional cloud infras-
tructures that migrate VMs to reduce number of required
compute nodes.

The resulting numbers of allocated compute nodes, normalized

to the baseline, are depicted in Fig. 5. The confidence intervals were

too small to allow a reasonable display. The results yield three main

findings:

• The proposed strong separation incurs a relatively large

overhead on cloud platforms with 1000 VM and may thus

not be worthwhile in such small scenarios. However, as

many other advantages of cloud computing (e.g. hardware

standardization), do also not apply to small platforms, we do

not consider this as a substantial drawback.

• The economies of scale do apply to the strong separation’s

overhead, i.e. the relative overhead decreases with larger

platform sizes. According to our data, platforms with at least

10 000 VMs allow a strong tenant separation with an accept-

able overhead.

• Especially for large platforms, even strong separation with-

out migration does not require a prohibitive amount of addi-

tional hardware. This allows cloud operators to adopt strong

separation even if live migration is not possible, e.g. due

to hardware constraints. Considering non-separated cloud

platforms, the gains from adopting a migration strategy are

negligible, matching the fact that no major cloud provider is

known to have adopted such a strategy.

7 RELATEDWORK
The majority of scientific publications on architectural security of

cloud computing focuses on individual compute nodes and, more

specifically, hypervisors. Originally, the efforts were focused on

the protection of the hypervisors from their guests, i.e. preventing

hypervisor breakouts. But with the growth of cloud platforms (in

terms of code size as well as node count), the issue of limiting the

trust put into the platform arose, e.g. in [17]. H-SVM [8] and Hyper-

wall [18] are two approaches that attempt to secure the integrity

of the guest instances. A similar approach is NoHype [10], which

is perhaps more related to the physical separation presented in

this paper, suggesting to remove hypervisors altogether and run

each VM on a single, dedicated processor core with memory being

statically assigned. However, all three require substantial hardware

changes, especially in the Memory Management Unit (MMU) and

its page tables, and currently only exist in simulations or prototype

implementations. Furthermore, for limiting the trust that needs to

be placed into the entire platform, an isolated view at the compute

node is not sufficient.

Publications that consider the cloud platform in a more holistic

way, like this paper, are significantly rarer. Santos et al. developed

an approach [15] to prevent a hostile administrator to migrate

a VM out of the cloud infrastructure. The “security on demand”

framework [7] also considers attacks from the infrastructure itself

and is based on an OpenStack platform, but it assumes that there

are less trustworthy parts and more trustworthy parts in the cloud

infrastructure. VMs aremigrated between these parts, depending on

the prices customers are willing to pay. The approach is orthogonal

to the ideas presented in this paper.

Advancements in the area of cloud computing not only originate

from scientific research but are also strongly driven by develop-

ments in the industry. However, there are few reliable resources

on internals of major cloud providers. Implementation details are

almost always published in the form of high-level whitepapers or

slideshows, if at all. Nevertheless, some concepts presented in this

paper seem to be found in e.g. AWS as well. For example, their

Nitro platform
9
is integrated on dedicated hardware, and performs

the secure initialization of the compute nodes [4] as well as stor-

age encryption, but apparently does not encrypt network traffic.

AWS also allows a single customer to allocate dedicated hosts, on

which no other tenant’s instances will be scheduled. The control

infrastructure, however, is shared among all tenants and its design

remains mostly in the dark. For private clouds, separation appears

to be usually achieved by setting up multiple platforms, leading to

much less flexibility and significantly more overhead.

8 CONCLUSION & FUTUREWORK
This paper presented an approach to reduce the TCB of cloud plat-

forms and provide stronger separation between tenants. A set of

separation primitives has been discussed. They were mapped to

new platform components and subsequently integrated into the

OpenStack cloud platform. The resulting platform combines the

duplication of services on different physical hardware and the dy-

namic reassignment (“arbitration”) of compute resources to isolate

tenants belonging to different project groups on individual servers.

9
see e.g. https://youtu.be/eWFEJmsddV0

https://youtu.be/eWFEJmsddV0
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A prototypical implementation of the above concepts was created

and the evaluation using real world cloud statistics revealed that

the overhead does not pose a significant limit to the viability of

the approach. It was shown that the approach can also provide a

significant reduction of the TCB size.

This paper could only raise and substantiate the hypothesis that

physical separation is a practical way of providing strong separation

with an overhead in the order of Spectre mitigations
10
.

For a future real-world deployment more research questions will

need to be answered, e.g.

• As the resource duplication could not be applied to the iden-

tity service, how can it be further hardened or significantly

simplified?

• When the arbiter reschedules compute nodes to different

groups, how can the integrity of the servers’ firmwares be

verified?

• How can high availability be realized in the best way when

making use of arbitration, i.e. simple and secure?

Besides, the following topics may be addressed in future works:

• A performance evaluation covering the fine-grained details,

e.g. latency impact, of the prototype may provide additional

insights for a product development, although, due to the

considerable size of practical cloud deployments, in general

simulation is the preferable approach from a scientific point

of view.

• A thorough design and analysis of the network and storage

encryption that were briefly mentioned in Section 5.3.
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